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ABSTRACT
Smart homes, medical devices, and education systems, among other
emerging cyber-physical systems, hold immense promise for sensing-
based user interfaces, especially for using fingers and hand gestures
as system input. However, vision approaches compatible with time-
consuming image processing adopt low 60 Hz location sampling
rate (frame rate) for real-time hand gesture recognition. Further-
more, they are not suitable for low-light environment and long de-
tection range. In this paper, we propose RoFin, which first exploits 6
temporal-spatial 2D rolling fingertips for real-time 3D reconstruct-
ing of 20-joint hand pose. RoFin designs active optical labeling for
finger identification and enhances inside-frame 3D location track-
ing via high rolling shutter rate (5-8 KHz). These features enable
great potentials for enhanced multi-user HCI, virtual writing for
Parkinson suffers, etc. We implement RoFin prototypes with wear-
able gloves attached with low-power single-colored LED nodes
and commercial cameras. The experiment results show that (1) In
flexible sensing distances up to 2.5 m, RoFin achieves an average
labeling parsing accuracy of 85%. (2) In comparison to vision-based
techniques, RoFin improves the tracking grain with 4× more sam-
pled points each frame. (3) RoFin reconstructs a hand pose in real
time with 16 mmmean deviation error compared with Leap Motion
under flexible distance.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing→ Interaction devices; Ubiqui-
tous and mobile devices.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Human hands are not just crucial, vital organs for catching and
grabbing; they have also long been used for communication, such as
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in greetings, sign language for the deaf, or hand signs in sports and
wars. Hand poses have become direct, and cost-effective Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI) across a wide variety of applications
due to the fast development of computer technology and artificial
intelligence (AI). For example, fingers and hands can be used in
smart homes to control IoT devices (e.g., turning devices on/off),
interact with video games for a user-friendly and immersive gaming
experience (e.g., accelerating race cars), and in XR (AR, VR, and
MR) enabled mobile applications to provide interactive operations
that are close to reality (e.g., navigation)[10, 15, 28–33, 36, 37].

Some researchers attach on-body sensors (e.g., accelerators, gy-
roscopes) to each finger and joint to measure the spatial position
variation of fingers. XSens[4] conducts 3D motion capturing en-
abled by specific and expensive miniature MEMS inertial sensors
(e.g., MOVELLA DOT SENSOR price is $132). Other studies utilize
wireless signals including radio frequency, sound, and lights (e.g.,
soli[16], FingerIO[17], and Ali[15]) for hand-free gesture recog-
nition. However, these methods require the expensive or specific
devices and have limited sensing distance less than 0.5m.

The vision-based hand gesture identification approaches are pop-
ular, which adopts the similar processing as human eyes to detect
the morphology of hands with about 60Hz frequency of perception.
The accuracy of vision-based hand gesture recognition achieves
more than 80% with the help of deep learning[28]. However, vision-
based approaches have the following drawbacks: (1) they can not
work well in the low light conditions or long detection range due to
the limited light amount reflecting from the hand to the camera’s
image sensor, (2) low sampling rate (e.g., 60 Hz) [9, 19, 25, 34, 35]
of cameras when tracking fingers, the same as human eyes with
limited perception ability can not see the detailed motion trajectory
of Parkinson sufferers’ trembling hands clearly, (3) high processing
cost and latency because of their recognizing hand morphology
with about 20 hand joints, and (4) the captured frame of the scene
with hands also poses privacy concerns in sensitive circumstances.

Commercial cameras and LEDs are deployed everywhere, en-
abling optical camera communication (OCC) a reality in our daily
lives. The rolling shutter in commercial cameras exposes one row
of pixels and generates a whole image row by row. A clear strip
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Figure 2: 3D hand pose reconstructing via 6 temporal-spatial 2D rolling patterns from fingertips and the wrist.
effect appears when the switching speed of the light wave from the
transmitter is equal to or slightly less than the rolling shutter speed.
Many researchers have tried to improve data rates by collecting
data in rolling strips rather than the entire image frame. However,
these systems[25–27, 35, 36] only exploit rolling shutter for com-
munication instead of sensing such as inside-frame fine-grained
location tracking with high sampling rate (rolling shutter speed,
e.g, 5 KHz) instead of one sample (1Hz).

In this work, we proposeRoFin, which is a low-cost and privacy-
protected approach for real-time 3D hand pose reconstructing with
fine-grained finger tracking ability in flexible distance and varied
ambient light conditions. RoFin consists of wearable gloves and
a commercial camera, as shown in Figure 2 (a). Each glove finger
and the wrist is attached to one low-power LED node controlled
by Arduino Nano (<$10). The receiver is the commercial camera
(e.g., a smartphone camera). Before employing RoFin, both frame
and shutter speeds can be modified manually and quickly using a
built-in camera app in professional mode or a third-party app on
an Android or iPhone (e.g., Protake).

RoFin first exploits 2D temporal-spatial rolling fingertips for
(1) active optical labeling for fingers/hands, (2) fine-grained inside-
frame finger tracking with rolling shutter speed, and (3) real-time
3D hand pose reconstructing, as shown in Figure 2 (b), (c), and (d)
separately. Each LED node covered with same-size sphere emits
distinct light waves as optical label invisible to human eyes but
perceptive by rolling shutter cameras for robust finger identification.
Based on the captured spots (deformed ellipses) via rolling shutter
at high sampling rate (e.g., 5 KHz), RoFin can parse fine-grained
3D locations and inside-frame variations of fingertips (left/right,
up/down, and front/rear). Finally, RoFin reconstructs 3D hand pose
consisting of 20 points by tracking only 6 key points (5 fingertips
and 1 wrist point) for less latency and computation overhead.

There are several commercial approaches closely related with
RoFin. Leap Motion[3] utilizes infrared cameras with illumination
LEDs to precept hands’ morphological variation frame by frame.
Luxapose[12] exploits fixed several LED landmarks on the ceiling to
interact with rolling camera for indoor localization instead of hand
pose reconstruction. In contrast, our RoFin hand gesture recogni-
tion has the benefits of: (1) Less tracking overhead. Instead of
entire hand morphology (i.e., 21 joints), RoFin recognizes a hand
with 6 nodes tracking. (2) Massive optical labeling. RoFin recog-
nizes multiple hands with identities via high-capacity active optical
labeling. (3) Flexible usage scenarios. Our RoFin is portable and
can work at distance up to 3m in both day and night/dark. (4) Fine-
grained sampling. RoFin can sample fine-grained 3D fingertips in

dynamic at high rolling shutter rate. (5) Mutual blockage avoid-
ance. RoFin can avoid most blockage issues because it only uses
the fingertips’ area rather than the entire hand morphology.

However, we must overcome three technical challenges: C1:
Each finger frommultiple hands requires a distinct label identifiable
robustly in varied ambient light and long distances.C2: It is difficult
to decipher the fingertip’s fine-grained 3D fluctuation based on the
2D shape (i.e., a distorted ellipse) that was recorded during a frame
period. C3:We merely track of a hand’s 6 key points for reduced
overhead. It is a challenge to reconstruct a 20-point 3D hand pose
accurately from restricted 6 key points in real-time.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
(1) RoFin is the first work to exploit rolling shutter effect for 3D

hand pose reconstructing via 2D rolling patterns of fingertips. We
indicate each fingertip and wrist point with asynchronous cyclic op-
tical labels. Then we adopt a lightweight CNNmodel with bounding
boxes to identify fingertips and wrist points. Our active optical la-
beling overcomes the limitations of the vision-based technique and
is appropriate for the identification of multiple hands in low-light
and long-range detection scenarios.

(2)We creatively utilize inside-frame high sampling via rolling
shutter to track several fingertips’ 3D location variation instead
of only one 2D location sample in a frame to enhance tracking
granularity further while vision-based approaches only use one
2D location sample during one frame period. The improved finger
tracking ability has potentials for the virtual writing for Parkin-
son’s suffers, better user experience for virtual writing/painting
in AR/VR/MR, etc. Our RoFin can also be adopted in telesurgery
by transferring the fine-grained tracked finger traces of multiple
doctors and nurses robots.

(3) Based on the finger identification and parsed 3D location
info of 6 key points (5 fingertips and 1 wrist point) from (1) and
(2), we design a real-time and lightweight 20-point 3D hand pose
reconstructing algorithm HPR from tracked 6 key points. HPR
can efficiently reconstruct a 3D hand pose by direct calculation
instead of redundancy points’ tracking while not sacrificing the
reconstructing accuracy. Even a if specific fingertip is blocked by
others, RoFin can easily infer which finger it is as well as its location
due to the fingers relation of a users’ hand fixed structure.

(4) We implement RoFin with commercial devices and evaluate
its performance of (i) finger identification performance in different
settings, (ii) inside-frame tracking enhancement in comparison
to the vision-based approach, and (iii) hand pose reconstructing
error with Leap Motion as the benchmark and its reconstruction
latency. End-to-end and dynamic-scenario evaluations of RoFin
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are conducted. We also discuss potential use cases such as multi-
user interaction for meta, virtual writing or health monitoring for
Parkinson suffers, hand pose commands for smart home, etc.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
2.1 Vision-based 3D Hand Pose Recognition

Numerous works adopt cameras to recognize hand poses. In
general, these computer vision approaches can be classified into 2
categories. (1) Hand image searching in pre-computed databases
with machine-learning assistance. These methods capture hand
images and then query pre-computed 3D hand models to determine
the best-matched hand pose[6, 14, 22]. (2) Calculate 3D coordinates
of hand joints directly and then identify the hand pose by optimizing
an objective function. These methods represent the hand with a
3D hand model and adopt an optimization strategy to speed up
hand pose prediction[18, 20, 28] However, these existing vision-
based hand pose recognition methods are based on complete hand
morphology such as hand silhouettes and numerous joints (e.g., 20
joints) with non-trivial tracking and computation overhead.

Furthermore, vision-based approaches sample the location vari-
ation at the frame update level shown in Figure 3 while the frame
rate is set ≤ 60 fps instead of higher to be compatible with time-
consuming image processing. In contrast, RoFin enables 3D hand
pose reconstruction via incomplete hand morphology, relying on
capturing only six 2D rolling spots (5 fingertips and the wrist point)
of a hand. With fewer tracking points and a lightweight pose re-
construction algorithm HPR, RoFin achieves the real-time recon-
struction of a hand with an average 13.8 ms time cost.

Moreover, even with limited 60 fps frame rate, RoFin can sample
numerous inside-frame points thanks to the higher rolling shutter
rate instead of only 1 in vision approaches, thus enhances the finger
tracking granularity which is explained below.

2.2 Strip Effect in Rolling Shutter Camera
Cameras in our daily-used smart devices adopt low-cost rolling
shutter to reduce the readout time of pixels from the whole im-
age frame. Rolling shutter camera exposes one row of pixels and
generates a whole image row by row. A clear strip effect appears
when the switching speed of the light wave from the transmitter
is equal to or slightly less than the rolling shutter speed, as shown
in Figure 4. As a result, optical signals containing transmitted data
in a symbol period may be sequentially captured in these rolling
strips, which enables optical camera communication (OCC) such
as CASK, ColorBar, etc[25, 26, 36].

However, the high-rate sampling ability of rolling shutter camera
is wasted in current vision-based finger tracking and hand pose

recognition. These approaches only sample one location of specific
objective (e.g., a fingertip) in a frame despite the rolling shutter
camera can capture numerous location samples during a frame
period. In contrast, RoFin fully utilizes these numerous location
samples to enhance the inside-frame finger tracking granularity
via active LED spheres attached on fingertips. The deformed ellipse
will be generated when the finger is in high-motion status (e.g.,
shaking) and records the location variation of centre of LED sphere
in 3D space during a frame period, as shown in Figure 2 (c) and 4.

As result, RoFin can improve virtual painting and writing user
experience, especially for Parkinson suffers. Parkinson sufferers’
tremor frequency (10Hz[21]) indicates how frequently their hands
return to the same spot (i.e., the hand shakes from center to left
and then to right, then back to the center). Although the frame rate
of 60Hz can catch one cycle of tremor with 60Hz/10Hz=6 sampled
points, RoFin samples more points at higher shutter speed (e.g.,
10KHz). Considering these tremor cycles with random 3D motion
routes, more sampling points for each cycle are indeed needed for
fine-grained random tremor trajectories tracking and further trace
optimization rather than vision-based coarse-sampled traces.

3 ROFIN SYSTEM OVERVIEW
In this section, we briefly introduce the composition, workflow and
3 main tasks of RoFin, as illustrated in Figure 5.

Composition. RoFin system consists of two parts. (1) RoFin
gloves are commercial insulating gloves where each fingertip and
the wrist are attached with a low-power LED component covered
with a plastic ball. These LED components are controlled by an
Arduino Nano to generate identical LED waves to indicate different
fingertips. (2) RoFin reader is based on commercial cameras (e.g.,
smartphones, web cameras, etc). These cameras use adjustable focal
length lenses and rolling shutters with configurable shutter rates.

Workflow. (i) The user puts on RoFin gloves and makes some
hand poses. (ii)After setting the rolling shutter rate and focal length,
RoFin reader captures the continuous 2D rolling spots of six key
points (5 fingertips and 1 wrist point) frame by frame. (iii) RoFin
reader identifies each fingertip/wrist point via lightweight CNN
model with bounding boxes (i.e, YOLOv5). (iv) RoFin parses the 3D
location variations of each key point based on captured deformed
ellipses in each frame with the granularity of strip width. (v) Finally,
RoFin reconstruct 3D hand pose via lightweight HPR algorithm
based on the parsed label and its fine-grained 3D location.

3 Main Tasks. At the high level, RoFin responds to two ques-
tions: (1) identify which fingertip (Section 4) it is, and (2) locate
position and its inside-frame variation (Section 5) of this fin-
gertip with sampling rate at rolling shutter speed. RoFin further (3)
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Figure 5: RoFin system overview: composition, workflow and three main tasks.

reconstructs 3D hand pose (Section 6) via HPR algorithm based
on outputs from (1) and (2).

4 ACTIVE OPTICAL LABELING
4.1 Temporal Rolling Patterns

The light source emits optical signals varied with time sequences
at rolling shutter speed level during one frame period can be recorded
row by row in the captured image frame by the rolling shutter cam-
era, as illustrated in Section 2.2. In our prototype, the Arduino Nano
allows us to control and configure the ON/OFF switching rate of
the LEDs by running executable codes onboard. The shutter rate
is configured manually on smartphone. We set rolling shutter rate
(i.e., the parameter shutter speed) via the professional mode of
the system camera for Android smartphones and the Protake app
for iphones.

Only when the rolling shutter rate is similar to the transmission
frequency, however, can we clearly see the distinct rolling strips, as
illustrated in Figure 6 (a). We can utilize captured rolling spots with
distinct strip textures as active optical labels to indicate fingertips.
However, optical signals have multiple light features varied with
temporal sequences such as different amplitudes, transmission fre-
quencies or colors can be used for indication of different fingertips.
Which ought to be used in rolling patterns for RoFin?

Our design exploration is shown in Figure 6 (b). (1) Amplitude.
We can adjust brightness of the light source with time sequences[8,
23, 38]. The light amplitude fluctuation is vividly captured sequen-
tially. (2) Transmission Frequency.Wemay also alter the ON/OFF
switching speed of the light wave. (3) Color Spectrum. We could
transmit the light with different wavelengths. The captured rolling
strips are colourful and vary in the same way of color fluctuation
with time sequences as the light source does.

Our choice: Amplitude. It requires RGB LED and complicated
modulation to achieve color spectrum diversity. Complex mod-
ulation and a longer time period to present complete frequency

variation (i.e., only partial of the complete pattern could be pre-
sented on the captured spot of sphere with limited width) are both
necessary for transmission frequency diversity. To indicate mul-
tiple fingertips, amplitude variation is more suitable compared
with different colors or transmission frequency which require more
complex devices (i.e., multi-color LED, high-clock-rate MCU) and
control overhead. To create a low-cost design while remaining ro-
bust, RoFin uses single-color (i.e., green, or other color options)
LEDs and Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) based amplitude config-
uration.

4.2 Fingertip and Hand Indication
Each attached LED element can emit the different amplitude waves
as the active optical labels. However, we can not synchronously
control each light source to let them start temporal rolling pattern
at the same time. Additionally, because of their various positions
inside the field of view (FOV) of the camera, the recorded rolling
strip may begin at a different time. These asynchronous problems
make it difficult for the RoFin reader (i.e., camera) to recognize the
embedded identification information from different light sources
(i.e., LEDs). Thus, we design asynchronous Cyclic-Pilot On-Off-
Keying (CP-OOK) labeling scheme for different fingertips from
multiple hands and wrist-assisted hand indication.

4.2.1 CP-OOK based Fingertip Indication.
The optical label consists of two parts: (1) CP (cyclic pilot), takes

one symbol period at the beginning, and (2) indication sequences,
formed via 5 (can be extended) OOK (On-Off Keying) symbols, as
shown in Figure 7 (a). Aside from the Off symbol (dark), the optical
label design has two amplitude levels: the CP symbol has the highest
brightness, whereas the On symbol has the lower brightness of CP.

Instead of the normal very long preamble[1], we designed a short
pilot (i.e., CP). Because the number of rolling strips revealed in the
finger pattern (the circle or ellipse) is restricted, wemust ensure that
at least one complete optical label is shown in each rolling pattern
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for further decoding. Furthermore, to improve the robustness of
these optical labels in variable environment, we set a total of 2 non-
dark amplitudes (Am𝐶𝑃 , and Am𝑂𝑛) instead of additional amplitude
levels (e.g., 5 amplitude levels in amplitude shift keying).

We encode the index of each finger with its binary number into
OOK symbols, as shown in Figure 7 (a). When the finger index is 11,
for example, the binary number is 01011 and the indication sequence
is [Off, On, Off, On, On]. The length of the indication sequence is
determined by the number of fingers being tracked. 3 OOK symbols
can represent up to 8 fingers, enough for 1 hand. 4 OOK symbols
can represent 16 fingers, enough for 3 hands. In general, N OOK
symbols can represent 2𝑁 fingers that are appropriate for 2𝑁 /5
hands. The transmission frequency of light waves have the same or
slightly slower frequency than the rolling shutter, and thus these
optical labels are clearly recorded for further finger identification,
as shown in Figure 7 (b). RoFin has great potential of massive
indication capacity. The number of indication sequences can easily
be adjusted by setting proper rolling strip width (i.e., configure
transmission frequency and shutter speed). For example, 𝑁 can be
set to 7 to indicate 27 = 128 fingers of 12 users. In contrast, Leap
Motion is not extendable and is unable to distinguish between the
hands of various players in multi-user games and HCI. For instance,
4 Leap-Motion users pay 4 × 250 = 1000, while 4 RoFin users cost
$150 ($50 of a commercial camera plus 4 × $25 of gloves).

4.2.2 Wrist-assisted Hand Indication.
We assign each finger frommultiple hands of multiple users with

a finger index as illustrated in Figure 7 (c). For example, there are
users A, B, and so on. We assign the A’s right hand as the hand #1,
A’s left hand as hand #2. And we assign the B’s right hand as hand
#3, and the rest can be done in the same manner. In this paper, we
evaluate three hands (A’s right hand and left hand, B’s right hand).
We assign these fingers with indication index from 1 to 15 finger
by finger as shown in Figure 7 (c).

However, only 5 fingertips are not enough to determine a hand
in a 3D space. Besides five fingertips of a hand, we also attach an
LED node covered with same-size sphere at the end of the wrist.
This additional wrist point has more vital meaning for hand pose
reconstructing in comparison to other five fingertips (discussed
in Section 5). Furthermore, different hands should have distinct
indications for these 6 key points of each hand (5 fingertips and 1
wrist point) for correct reconstructing each hand pose when they
are shown in the camera view at the same time.

Based on the analysis above, the indication of the wrist should
have more significant indication than the fingertips but not intro-
duce additional non-trivial overhead (e.g, use different light features:
colored-LED, different modulation schemes: FSK, etc). To achieve
this design goal, we use the same CP-OOK modulation in finger-
tip indication, but set the leftmost indication bit as 1 while the
remaining bit sequence as the wrist indication for differentiation.

Given three hands #1, #2, and #3, it requires 4-bit indication
sequence to denote 15 fingers. Thus, originally, the binary number
for finger #11 is 1011. But we set its indication sequence as 01011,
which is [Off, On, Off, On, On], to make it compatible for wrist
point indication. For the wrist point from #2, its binary number is
10. Following the rule above, the indication sequence of this wrist
point is set as 10010, which is [On, Off, Off, On, Off ].

5 3D SPATIAL PARSING
Although vision based approaches can use higher frame rate (e.g.,
120 fps or 240 fps) for sampling, the image processing is still time-
consuming. Thus, vision based approaches can not achieve the fast
hand pose reconstructing with the same speed of faster frame rate.
Thus, vision based approaches normally set the frame rate at about
60 fps for real-time user experience. Different from vision based
approaches which only use one 2D location sample (𝑥,𝑦) in each
image frame, RoFin has two specific abilities (Note: cameras in
RoFin can be set with fixed location or in mobile):

(1) Ability of tracking more 2D location samples (multiple
X and Y values of the center point of the sphere in motion, i.e., inside-
frame X/Y sampling) in each image frame thanks to its sampling at
shutter rate instead of frame rate. This ability can enable RoFin’s
first core function: finer-grained finger’s tracking (Section
5.1). We introduce finer-grained X/Y tracking inside one frame and
among continuous frames in Section 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 separately.

(2) Ability to reflect depth info Z besides X and Y (Z value:
from the sphere to the camera) via perspective principle based
on the captured sphere’s size variation. Combined with a YOLO’s
bonding box parsed one X value and Y value (the center point of
the sphere, i.e., inter-frame X/Y sampling) in each image frame at 60
fps frame rate, the pair of X,Y, and Z values can be used as the 3D
location input for RoFin’s second core function: real-time 3D
hand pose reconstruction (Section 6). We present YOLO enabled
rolling label identification and inter-frame X/Y position in Section
5.2.1 and Z calculation in Section 5.2.2.
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Figure 8: (a) Impacts of the shape variation of deformed ellipse: (i) motion direction and (ii) motion speed. (b) The sphere
center’s location variation is recorded in the deformed ellipse with the granularity of strip width.

5.1 Finer-grained X/Y Tracking
5.1.1 Inside One Frame.

Why high-rate inside-frame sampling? The objectives are
mostly in mobile with random trajectory in real-life situations (e.g.,
vehicles, drones, or fingers). For example, it is required for numer-
ous location samples in unit time to recover the real trajectory of
fingertip as brush in virtual writing/painting. Either a long, random
curve that is drawn quickly or a small curve requires more samples
to capture more details. However, existing vision-based approaches
sample the location variation at the level of frame update. Besides,
the frame rate is set to about 60 fps instead of higher frame rate con-
sidering the time-consuming image processing. To break this gap,
we creatively propose to utilize rolling shutter effect for numerous
inside-frame location samples.

Impact of Motion Direction.We move the light source with
different directions with constant distance from the light source to
the camera plane and the motion speed. For example: (1) and (2)
from left to right (→) and reversed (←); (3) and (4) from bottom
to top (↑) and reversed (↓); (5) and (6) from upleft to bottomright
(↘) and reversed (↖); and (7) and (8) from bottomleft to upright
(↗) and reversed (↙). As shown in Figure 8 (a-i), the captured spot
shape changes to an ellipse rather than the previous circle and its
long axis can reflect the moving direction of the light source.

Impact of Motion Speed. We set 4 levels of motion speed of
the light source (i.e, low, medium, fast, and super-fast) with the
same motion direction (↗) and fixed distance to the camera plane.
As the motion speed increases, so does the length of the ellipse’s
long axis, as shown in Figure 8 (a-ii).

Numerous Inside-frame X/Y Location Samples. The cap-
tured circle or ellipse’s pixel index range in columns and rows
reflects the horizontal and vertical location information indepen-
dently. The circle shape means the fingertip/wrist point is not mov-
ing or moving slow in the image plane during the entire frame
period, and its center location (𝑥,𝑦) can be treated as its location in
horizontal and vertical directions. The deformed ellipse records the
detailed inside-frame motion with the sample rate at rolling shutter
speed, as illustrated in Figure 2 and Figure 9 (b).

5.1.2 Among Continuous Frames.
As shown in Figure 8 (a-i), the opposite moving direction of

the light source has the same rolling pattern shape (i.e, the ellipse
with similar long axis direction). For example, there are 3 frames
in Figure 9 (a): frame1, frame2, and frame3. In frame2, the light

source may move with possible trends as (↗) or (↙) and thus we
can not determine fingertip’s motion with separate frame.

Moving Trend Determination. However, if we combine the
inside-frame moving direction candidates with two continuous
frames, we can know the finger’s moving trend. Because these
frames are continuously generated with time sequences, the end
position of finger pattern in previous frame will be close to the start
position of finger pattern as shown in Figure 9 (b). Thus, we can
determine the finger’s moving trend by finding the closest positions
of finger pattern in two continuous frames. In this example, the
position point RL1−𝑒𝑛𝑑 and RL2−𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 are the closest position points
between two continuous frames frame1 and frame2.

Moving Trajectory Generation. More importantly, the mov-
ing trend determination method is a one-time initialization phase
that only requires one frame duration to determine the end posi-
tions of each finger pattern and record them as the start positions
for the next frame. In this example, using the finger pattern position
in frame3, we can know the point RL3−𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 is the start point. Then
we can track finger locations by combining these numerous inside-
frame samples and updating them frame by frame, as illustrated
in Figure 9 (b). Finally, we can generate a finer-grained moving
trajectory in RoFin than the vision-based approach.

frame 3
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Figure 9: RoFin’s Finger Tracking among frames combined
with numerous inside-frame samples.
5.2 3D Location Pair as HPR Input
5.2.1 Rolling Label Identification and X/Y Parsing via YOLO.

Traditionally, we could decode these optical labels based on the
amplitude thresholds via computer vision tools . However, due
to the variable optical environment, it is difficult to configure the
thresholds dynamically. Even in the same ambient light settings, the
captured rolling pattern for each finger requires different thresholds
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parsed key point label and X/Y pair. (e) Two independent functions in RoFin and related section content.

for decoding. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are widely
applied in computer vision object classification due to their great
robustness and accuracy. The benefits include: (1) Offline training
and online identification can reduce latency for real-time finger
label parsing; (2) even in high ambient light and difficult to dis-
tinguish CP and On, the CNN model can learn the features in the
repeating dark and bright rolling strips.

We adopt YOLOv5 for optical label identification with related
bounding boxes. YOLO (YouOnly LookOnce) models are commonly
used for objects detection since their fast inference with high ac-
curacy. The network structure of YOLOv5 consists of EfficientNet
backbone structures, BiFPN (Bi-directional Feature Pyramid Net-
work) layers to extract object’s features effectively, as shown in
Figure 10 (a). Then these features are fed through the prediction
nets for both objective’s class and location of boxes as output.

We capture 90 images of 3 RoFin gloves in 3 different ambient
light strengths with 10 images for each setting. Then, we manually
label each rolling pattern with 18 class labels (i.e., F1-F15, W1-W3).
One example is as shown in Figure 10 (b). In the training, we assign
62 images in the Train dataset, 18 images in the Valid dataset, and
10 images in the Test dataset. We adopt data augmentation via the
gray-scale modification to 60% of images and output 3 images per
training example to increase the size of training dataset.

As shown in Figure 10 (c), the training losses decrease signifi-
cantly after 300 epochs of training. We present 3 different training
loss results: (1) bonding box loss, which demonstrates that gener-
ated bonding boxes are accurate, (2) objectness loss, which indicates
the confidence of prediction for object presence in the image, and
(3) classification loss, which can reflect the accuracy of classifica-
tion of different fingertips/wrist points. Finally, we use the trained
model to infer the rolling pattern’s label with bounding boxes. As
an example shown in Figure 10 (d), RoFin outputs labels accurately
with high confidence. Besides, these outputted bounding boxes
include each sphere’s x,y, and radius, which are used for further
hand pose reconstructing in Section 6.

5.2.2 Depth Info Estimation: Z.

Perspective Principle. We keep the LED light source fixed
in the FOV while moving the light source closer or farther to the
camera. The size of captured spot grows and shrinks separately due
to perspective principle. Then, we could calculate the depth info Z
(i.e., the front and back), as shown in Figure 11 (a).

Absolute Depth Calculation. The wrist point is designed not
only for assistance for hand indication illustrated in Section 4.2.2, its
captured diameter 𝜙𝑤 (unit: pixel) can also be used to calculate the
absolute distance of key points 𝑑 to the camera. As shown in Figure
11 (b), the distances to the camera has the relations: 1𝑚

𝑑
= 𝜙𝑤

𝜙1𝑚
.

Thus, the absolute distance 𝑑 from the wrist point to the camera
can be formulated as 𝑑 = 𝜙1𝑚

𝜙𝑤
. To do so, we measure and store the

captured spot diameter of wrist point at 1m as reference for depth
info estimation of all six key points using the same manner.

Coordination Transformation. We set the center of wrist
point is the origin of 3D coordinate system. As shown in the right
of Figure 2, the z value of the five fingertips is set as their physically
relative depth distance value to the wrist point. The center (x, y) of
each fingertip’s spot shown in the image plane is the pixel value
which we need to convert to the physical distance as well. We
also use the pixel value range of the wrist point’s diameter which
maps to the 19 mm of the plastic sphere as the reference to convert
the relative X/Y value of each fingertip’s center into their relative
physical distance to the wrist point separately.

6 HAND POSE RECONSTRUCTING
6.1 Cluster Fingers and Wrists into Hands
Grouped 6 Key Points of a Hand. Based on the identified fin-
gertips and wrists from multiple hands above, we can calculate
their hand belonging separately. And then we can easily cluster
fingertips and wrist points from one hand together. For example,
the fingers which have indication numbers in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] and the
wrist point with an indication number of 1 should be grouped in
hand #1 due to their calculated hand index being the same, which
is 1. As shown in Figure 12 (a), the wrist labeling avoids the wrong
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Figure 11: Absolute depth calculation via perspective principle by using wrist point as the reference.
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finger clustering with the wrist point from another hand and thus
guarantees further accurate hand pose reconstruction.

3D Coordinates of 6 Key Points. The 6 key points with 3D
coordinates clustered into one hand will be input into the HPR
model and then the HPR model outputs the reconstructed 3D hand
pose in real time. Different from fine-grained finger tracking with
numerous inside-frame sampled points in an image frame (Section
5), the real-time hand pose reconstructing requires only one 3D
location sample for each of six key points per frame for processing.

6.2 Lightweight HPR Model
RoFin is initialized by taking one/several photos of a specific user’s
open and unobstructed hand to obtain joint ratios before the usage,
as shown in the left of Figure 12 (b). Our goal is to calculate the
unknown joints according to 6 key points with 3D coordinates
(the wrist point 𝑝𝑂 , the tip of thumb 𝑝𝐴 , the tip of index finger
𝑝𝐵 , the tip of middle finger 𝑝𝐶 , the tip of ring finger 𝑝𝐷 , and the
tip of little finger 𝑝𝐸 ), as shown in Figure 12 (c). However, how
can we reconstruct a 20-joints hand pose? The intuitive answer is
to calculate 3D locations of the other 14 points: 𝑝𝐴1 , 𝑝𝐴2 (i.e., we
simplify the thumb finger with 2 joints), 𝑝𝐵1 , 𝑝𝐵2 , 𝑝𝐵3 , 𝑝𝐶1 , 𝑝𝐶2 , 𝑝𝐶3 ,
𝑝𝐷1 , 𝑝𝐷2 , 𝑝𝐷3 , 𝑝𝐸1 , 𝑝𝐸2 , and 𝑝𝐸3 .

6.2.1 Projected Palm and Finger Planes.
The Plane of Projected Palm. As shown in Figure 12 (b)-(d),

the fingers and the palm can be projected on the plane which we
defined as projected palm 𝑃𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑚 . Actually, the index finger tip, the
little finger tip and the wrist point consist of the 𝑃𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑚 (i.e., 𝑃𝐵𝑂𝐸 ).

ThePlane Formed by Finger Joints.The joints of a finger form
a finger plane. These finger planes (except the thumb finger plane)
are perpendicular to the plane 𝑃𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑚 . For example, joints of the
index finger: 𝑝𝐵1 , 𝑝𝐵2 , 𝑝𝐵3 , 𝑝𝐵 , and the wrist point 𝑝𝑂 generates the
finger plane 𝑃𝑂𝐵1𝐵2𝐵3𝐵 . And 𝑃𝑂𝐵1𝐵2𝐵3𝐵 ⊥ 𝑃𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑚 (i.e., 𝑃𝑂𝐵1𝐵2𝐵3𝐵 ⊥
𝑃𝐵𝑂𝐸 ). In contrast to finger planes above, the thumb finger plane is
almost parallel to the plane 𝑃𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑚 (i.e., 𝑃𝑂𝐴1𝐴2𝐴 ⊥ 𝑃𝐵𝑂𝐸 ). Thus we
can find these 5 finger planes based on the known plane 𝑃𝐵𝑂𝐸 , as
shown in Figure 12 (b)-(c).

6.2.2 Bending Fingers in Finger Planes.
Given the 5 connection lines between each fingertip to the

wrist point (i.e., 𝑙𝑂𝐴 , 𝑙𝑂𝐵 , 𝑙𝑂𝐶 , 𝑙𝑂𝐷 and 𝑙𝑂𝐸 ) and the calculated
finger planes 𝑃𝑂𝐴1𝐴2𝐴 , 𝑃𝑂𝐵1𝐵2𝐵3𝐵 , 𝑃𝑂𝐶1𝐶2𝐶3𝐶 , 𝑃𝑂𝐷1𝐷2𝐷3𝐷 , and
𝑃𝑂𝐸1𝐸2𝐸3𝐸 , we can determine the unknown 14 joints (underlined,
the red joints in Figure 12 (b)) on the finger planes via two rules.

R1: We can simplify the finger bending because each finger
section from one finger bends with a same or proportional angle.

R2: The length from fingertips to the wrist 𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑛 equals to the sum
of each finger section’s projection to the line 𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑛 . We can calculate
the bending angle and further find each unknown joint location.

As shown in Figure 12 (c), the finger joints of the index finger
vary in its finger plane with different lengths of 𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑛 (i.e., 𝑙𝑂𝐵 ). Thus,
given a value of variable 𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑛 , the 3D locations of other joints from
this finger are fixed and can be calculated. For example, we know
the length of each finger section of the index finger ( i.e., 𝑙𝑂𝐵1 ,
𝑙𝐵1𝐵2 , 𝑙𝐵2𝐵3 , and 𝑙𝐵3𝐵 ) by the initial measurement step. Given the
calculated 𝑙𝑂𝐵 (i.e.,𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑛) from Section 5, the unknown bending angle
for index finger ∠𝛼 can be calculated by the equation below:

𝑙𝑂𝐵1×cos2𝛼 + 𝑙𝐵1𝐵2×cos𝛼 + 𝑙𝐵2𝐵3×cos𝛼 + 𝑙𝐵3𝐵×cos𝛼 = 𝑙𝑂𝐵 .

6.2.3 Hand Model Comparison, Tradeoff, Blockage and Limitation.
Hand Model Comparison. Similar to the standard IK (inverse

kinematic) model[5], which is to decide the parameters to control
each joints of the end effector (e.g., robot hand/arm) to present a
specific gesture in a physical or virtual 3D space, our RoFin sig-
nificantly simplified the calculation via 2 rules above instead of
Jacobian matrix which considers the joint speed and moving power.
Besides, IK calculates joints from the root joint to the end joint (i.e,
wrist to the fingertip) while our RoFin calculate middle joints based
on the wrist and the fingertip.

Key Points Tradeoff. There are other options of the number
of tracked key points to reconstruct a hand, which is a tradeoff
problem between hand pose reconstruction accuracy and latency.
For example, if we track A,B,C,D,E,O and other joints such as joints
𝐴2 of thumb, 𝐸2 of the little finger in the top left of Figure 12 (b), it
will definitely improve the hand pose reconstruction accuracy by
avoiding the calculation error based on the simple R1 and R2 rules.
More accurate reconstruction withmore tracked points meansmore
tracking overhead. Howmany proper tracked joints to be set should
be suitable to specific application goal and precision requirement.

Blockage and Limitation. Current RoFin can not work when
the whole hand is blocked by other hands or objectives, the same as
vision approaches in which the limitation is caused by the optical
nature of LoS propagation. However, if the hand parts except the
6 key points are blocked, as shown in Figure 12 (a), our RoFin can
still work while vision approaches can not. RoFin can determine
which/where a blocked finger is by looking at other unblocked
fingers because blockage also represents relative spatial placements
of fingers in a hand, as shown in the bottom left of Figure 12 (d).
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Figure 13: System implementation: RoFin gloves (prototype & circuit diagram), RoFin reader (commercial cameras) and
experiment scenarios (varied ambient light strength and distances from 0.5m to 2.5m).

7 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
7.1 RoFin Gloves
We implement three wearable RoFin gloves for experiments as
shown in Figure 13. The main components in one pair of RoFin
gloves are shown in Table 1: lightweight insulated breathable gloves,
2 Arduino NanoMCU, 12 green LEDs wrapped with 12 green plastic
balls (𝜙 = 19mm), and a 9V li-ion battery for power-supply. The
spheres we used are industrially produced with the same size and
standard sphere shape, thus there is no influence caused by the
directivity of the LED and unbalanced brightness issue. The total
weight of one pair of RoFin glove is 132g (including two batteries’
weight of 60g) while the total price is only 26.3$.

Table 1: Components in one pair of RoFin gloves.
Component Price (USD) Details

insulated gloves 0.6 x 2 = 1.2 for each: 24cm x 15cm, 18g
Arduino Nano 10 x 2 = 20 ATmega328P, 5V, 16M

LED 0.02 x 12 = 0.24 5mm, green, 20000mcd, 20mA
plastic cover 0.08 x 12 = 0.96 19mm, green, lightweight

battery 2 x 2 = 4 2 rechargeable batteries 7x2 = 14$
Total price 26.3 mass produced, cheaper the price

7.2 RoFin Reader
There are numerous commercial smart devices widely available and
reasonably priced that can be used as our RoFin reader including
smart phones, drone cameras, and even underwater sports cam-
eras. In our experiments, we use commercial smartphones with
additional lens such as iPhone 7, VIVO Y71A, and Samsung s20,
as shown in Figure 13 (b) and (c). The camera parameters includ-
ing shutter rate, resolution and so on can be easily configured via
camera apps on smartphones (e.g., Protake app).

8 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We evaluate the RoFin’s performance in three folds. (1) label iden-
tification with different ambient light settings, distances, cameras.
(2) inside-frame tracking performance in contrast to vision-
based method. (3) hand reconstruction performance with Leap
Motion as the benchmark. Then we also discuss about RoFin’s use
cases and other concerns such as privacy and power consumption.

8.1 Robust Label Parsing
(1) Impact of Ambient Light. We use trained YOLO model to

predict labels in captured images by VIVO-Y71A in 3 different ambi-
ent light settings [low, medium, strong] at the same distance 0.5m
of Hand #1. As shown in Figure 14 (a), the label parsing achieves the
best accuracy under the strong ambient light at 0.94 and the average
accuracy of 0.91. These results demonstrate RoFin’s label parsing
works robustly under varied ambient light even in the darkness and
outperforms than vision-based approaches, which can not work in
the darkness and lack of identification ability.

(2) Impact of Sensing Distance.We predict the labels in the
captured images via VIVO-Y71A in 3 distance settings [0.5m, 1.5m,
2.5m] under strong ambient light of Hand #1. The average accuracy
of label parsing is shown in Figure 14 (b). The accuracy of label pars-
ing drops slowly with increased distance. RoFin achieves the best
accuracy of 0.93 at 0.5m and 0.77 at 2.5m and an average accuracy
of 85% label parsing. Although the 15% label parsing error within
2.5m may cause 6×15% = 0.9 key point label parsing error out of
a hand, we can infer its label based on other parsed labels and im-
prove label parsing accuracy by training with larger dataset. These
results demonstrate RoFin works robustly under varied distance
and outperforms than vision-based approaches (i.e., 1m).

(3) Impact of Different Hands. We also evaluate the label
parsing performance of six labels from different hands captured via
VIVO-Y71A at 0.5m under strong ambient light. As shown in Figure
14 (c), The hand #1 and #3 achieve the high prediction accuracy
more than 0.96 while the hand #2 achieves the lowest accuracy of
0.77. The reason is the F6-F10 from hand #2 have more confused
rolling patterns than hand #1 and #2. Even though, the average
label parsing accuracy still achieves 0.91, which demonstrates the
effectiveness of our optical labeling and parsing scheme.

(4) Impact of Different Labels. We also present the confusion
matrix of the trained label parsing model for 18 different classes of
3 hands under the settings: VIVO-Y71A, 0.5m and strong ambient
light in Figure 14 (d). These 18 classes are finger #1 to finger #15
(F1-F15) and the wrist point #1 to the wrist point #3 (W1-W3).
It shows the labels from hand #2 are easier to be identified as
other labels than hand #1 and #3, which is consistent with the
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Figure 14: Label parsing accuracy performance in varied settings and latency evaluation.
results in Figure 14 (c). It also shows that the rolling pattern of W2
[CP, On, Off, Off, On, Off] is confused by F6 [CP, Off, Off, On, On,
Off]. That is because the reversed rolling patterns of F6 [Off, On,
On, Off, Off, CP] (i.e, [..Off, On, On, Off, Off, CP, Off, On, On, Off,
Off, CP..] ) has the high similarity with the W2 when the amplitude
of CP symbol is similar to On symbol.

(5) Impact of Different Cameras.We use the trained model
to parse the labels captured by different cameras of commercial
smartphones [iPhone 7, VIVO Y71A, and Samsung s20] to measure
their label parsing latency performance of hand #1 under strong
ambient light at 0.5m with the same resolution of 640×640. As
shown in Figure 14 (e), iPhone captured images can be parsed with
the shortest timewhile the average parsing latency of these different
cameras are about 12ms (83Hz), and less than the 16.7ms (60 Hz),
which demonstrates RoFin achieves the real-time label parsing.

8.2 Enhanced X/Y Tracking and Depth Parsing
8.2.1 Inside-frame X/Y Tracking Performance.

Setup. We bond one fingertips of the RoFin glove with a pen
(blue marker) and draw on the transparent plastic paper hanging
parallel to the camera’s image plane, as shown in Figure 15 (a). We
also set two cameras at the fixed distance 0.5m when the user is
drawing. One camera follows the traditional vision based approach
which captures the video as usual with 60 fps frame rate while
the other camera (RoFin reader) captures the video of the rolling
patterns with the same 60 fps frame rate but with high rolling
shutter rate (8KHz). Thus we track 3 traces of user’s drawing at the
same time: (1) ground truth on the plastic paper, (2) vision approach
tracked trace, (3) RoFin tracked trace.

X/Y Tracking Enhancement.We ask a user to draw 3 different
letters: (1) M with more straight lines, (2) C with curve, (3) a rotated
𝛼 with more complex curve with two writing speed: (1) normal
speed, and (2) faster speed. We process the captured videos with
6 above setting combinations via PotPlayer software to generate
frames for measurement. As shown in Figure 15 (b) and (c), the
RoFin tracked 4 times of location points for the same letter, which

significantly enhances the granularity of tracking trace in compared
to vision-based tracking. Besides, RoFin achieves more accurate
trace tracking than vision based method among all three different
letters due to its fine-grained inside-frame sampling. We also con-
duct experiments to figure out the up-sampling ability of RoFin via
set higher rolling shutter rate at 12KHz, 16KHz and 20KHz while
keep the motion speed the same and high. As shown in Figure 15
(d), with the increased transmission frequency with matched rolling
shutter rate, the maximum number of sampled points in one frame
increases from 7 sampled points to 8, 10, and 12 points separately
because of the decreased width of a rolling strip.
8.2.2 Depth Z Estimation Performance.

Setup. We set a wooden hand model worn RoFin glove at the
desk, as shown in Figure 15 (d). The fingertips are separated with
different distances to the camera image plane (XY plane). The hand
model keeps the same pose but with 3 different orientations to the
camera. We also set camera with 3 different rotations to capture the
RoFin glove. Then we measure the distance between the fingertips’
projected points on the desk to the camera plane as the Z ground
truth. We measure all 6 key points in evaluation under 9 different
setting combination of orientation and rotation at distance of 0.5m.

Z Estimation Accuracy. As shown in Figure 15 (e), although
the error of estimated depth info Z via RoFin (discussed in Section
5.2.2) varies with the different hand orientation and camera rotation,
RoFin achieves the average estimation error of 1.6 cm.

Summary. The experiment results in Section 8.2.1 and 8.2.2
demonstrates that our low-cost RoFin provides enhanced X/Y track-
ing with up-sampling ability of 12 times of vision based approach
and accurate Z estimation for depth parsing in 3D space.

8.3 Real-time Hand Pose Reconstruction
We define 10 hand poses as shown in Figure 16 for hand pose
reconstruction evaluation. We capture the images of the wooden
hand worn the RoFin glove with RoFin reader for different hand
poses. Then we run HPR model and evaluate its accuracy and
latency with Leap Motion as benchmark.
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（a） （b） （c） （d） （e） （f） （g） （h） （i） （j）

Figure 16: 10 defined hand poses: (a) bend index finger, (b) point with index finger, (c) close the fist, (d-g) pinch thumb with
Index, Middle, Ring, and Little finger, (h) turn palm to the left, (i) turn palm to the right, (j) the palm.
8.3.1 Reconstructing Accuracy.
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Figure 17: Experiment scenarios.

Impact of Ambient Light.We define the deviation error as the
average difference of x,y,z between RoFin with Leap Motion. As
shown in Figure 18 (b), the average deviation error of three ambient
light settings [low, medium, strong] under 0.5m has the similar
distribution and the most deviation error is distributed less than
22 mm. Among three ambient light settings, the medium ambient
light achieves the best performance due to the RoFin reader can
capture the most clear contours of six key points’ spheres.

Impact of Sensing Distance. As shown in Figure 18 (c), the
average deviation error of three distances [0.5m, 1.5m, 2.5m] are
similar and are mostly distributed in 28 mm. The deviation error
of 1.5m achieves the best performance with the average deviation
error of 14 mm while the 2.5m setting achieves the largest average
deviation error of 19 mm. These results demonstrate our HPRmodel
works well up to 2.5 m while the vision approaches usually work
within 1 m and Leap Motion works within 0.5m.

Impact of Different Poses.We also evaluate the reconstructing
deviation error of 10 hand poses defined above at 0.5m. As shown
in Figure 18 (c), the reconstructed y has the largest deviation error
compared with x and z, especially for the hand pose (b), point
with index finger. The reason is that the finger planes of the ring
finger, the little finger are not exactly as assumed in our simplified
HPR model that their finger planes perpendicular to the projected
palm plane. Among 10 hand poses, the pose (j) achieves the lowest
average deviation error in hand pose reconstructing of 7.6 mm.

Impact of Dynamic Scenarios. Besides the wooden hand based
evaluation above, we ask the user to wear RoFin gloves for dynamic
scenario evaluation, as shown in Figure 17. The user stands 0.3m far
away from RoFin camera and Leap Motion and uses the fixed hand
pose shown in the right of Figure 17 with four different motion
speeds [static, slow, medium, fast]. As shown in Figure 18 (d), the
average deviation error with different motion speeds are similar

and less than 4cm. The reason is that the X/Y/Z pair for hand pose
reconstruction are based on frame level one-sample parsing instead
of multiple-sampled X/Y pairs for finger tracking.
8.3.2 Reconstructing Latency.

As for hand pose reconstructing, the main advantage of RoFin
compared with vision-based approaches is its less tracked key
points and flexible and long sensing distance. We evaluate the hand
pose reconstructing latency and make comparison with the vision
based approach Media Pipe ran on the same platform: Thinkpad
T480 with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8650U CPU for different hand poses
under the same 0.5m distance and strong ambient light setting.

As shown in Figure 18 (e), the latency of the RoFin HPR model
is distributed less than 21 ms with the average latency of 13.8 ms
(72Hz), which is less than 16.7 ms (60Hz). The vision based Media
Pipe achieves 47.5 ms latency in average. Although the finger label
parsing requires about 12ms for each image frame, the label parsing
module and the HPR module can still run in pipe-line manner to
achieve the real-time processing. These results demonstrate that
our HPR model can achieve real-time hand pose reconstructing due
to its only tracking 6 key points with simplified HPR model.

We also measure the end to end latency of entire steps for hand
pose reconstruction including (1) finger identification, (2) YOLO
based X/Y parsing, (3) Z estimation, and (4) time cost of HPR pro-
cessing under 4 different motion speed of the same hand pose. (1)-(3)
are processed together and the output will be the input of the step
(4). As shown in Figure 18 (f), there is no significant difference in
the end-to-end time cost among different motion speeds.
8.4 Use Cases
Multi-user interaction for AR/VR/MR. As demonstrated in Sec-
tion 8.2.1, RoFin can track inside-frame X/Y location samples at
rolling shutter rate and thus provide the ability of fine-grained
finger tracking, especially for the high-speed motion or small-scale
motion. Multiple users can use their fingertips to write or paint
virtually at the same time in front of the camera. Thus, RoFin can be
used as the user interface with better user experience for AR/VR/MR
with privacy protection of users due to they only want the camera
to capture the trace instead of the face, as shown in Figure 19 (a).

Virtual Writing or Health Monitoring for Parkinson’s Suf-
fers. Our RoFin system can track fine-grained writing trace includ-
ing the subtle trembling while the vision-based approaches (1Hz
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Figure 19: 4 possible use cases for our low-cost RoFin: (1) multi-user MR interactions with identification and protected privacy,
(2) finer-grained tracking of writing of Parkinson’s suffer[2], (3) real-time hand pose commands, and (4) telesurgery interfaces.
inside-frame sampling rate and about 60 fps frame rate) can not
track it clearly as human eyes. The Parkinson’s suffers can use our
RoFin glove to virtually write characters. Then we can use RoFin
tracked fine-grained trace to better smooth the trace (e.g, connect
the middle points among two trace sub-lines), as shown in Figure
19 (b). Besides, the tracked fine-grained trace can be also utilized
as the medical diagnosis and health monitoring.

Hand Pose Commands for Video Games/Smart Home. As
demonstrated in Section 8.3, RoFin achieves real-time hand pose
reconstructing with less computation overhead and high accuracy.
Our low-cost RoFin system can be used as the hand pose command
input interface for video games, smart home, etc. Figure 19 (c) shows
reconstructed hand pose examples via RoFin’s HPR model.

Telesurgery Gloves. There are multiple doctors, nurses and
remote operation robots involved in a telesurgery. RoFin can dif-
ferentiate whose hand it is with the fine-grained real-time finger
traces and then send out the 3D traces to the remote Dr. Robots
for operations, as shown in Figure 19 (d). Our goal is to sense the
fine-grained 3D traces without sensing delay instead of operat-
ing surgery with RoFin gloves directly, thus spheres with future
optimizations will not be the problems.
9 DISCUSSION

Non-vision based Solutions. There are two types of Non-
vision based solutions: (1) on-body sensor based approaches[7, 11,
13], and (2) hand-free approaches[15–17, 24]. Compared with our
RoFin, these approaches are limited in: (1) requirement of spe-
cific/expensive sensors and devices instead of commercial LED
nodes, such as mmWave chips, FBG sensors, (2) sensing distances
within the near hand area (i.e., within 0.5m), (3) lack of finger/hand
identification and can not serve multiple users with identification,
(4) wearable/IMU solutions can sample at a high frequency at the
user side, but they must incur data-send-out overhead and latency
for centralized control (e.g., in a situation where multiple users
are actively engaged), whereas RoFin obtains these data directly at
non-user sides without incurring data-send-out overhead.

Comparison with Commercial Products. (1) To precept hands’
morphological variation frame by frame, Leap Motion’s [3] uses
infrared cameras with illuminating LEDs. (2) XSens[4] performs
3D motion capturing made possible by specialized and pricey tiny
MEMS inertial sensors. For example, the MOVELLA DOT SENSOR
costs $132. (3) Instead of using hand posture reconstruction, Luxa-
pose [12] utilizes many fixed LED landmarks on the ceiling to work
with a rolling camera for indoor localization.

Privacy Leakage. Vision approaches (i.e., human eyes, Media
Pipe, Leap Motion integrated with camera) can cause privacy leak-
ages. As shown in Figure 20, the user conducts the hand pose
command while his/her hand holds a bank card. The Leap Motion

and the Media Pipe cause the leakage of sensitive information (i.e.,
cvv number) which may result in the property loss.

Eye View RoFin View

Leap Motion Media Pipe

Figure 20: Sensitive data leakage of vision-SOTA.

Power Consumption and Safety. Our RoFin gloves are made
of electric insulation rubber gloves, and the voltage at the LED
node side is less than 3V, ensuring the safety of users who wear
gloves. The current through one RoFin glove’s circuit is 75mA, and
the power consumption is 225 mW. Based on our 600mAh and 9V
li-ion battery, one RoFin glove can work for approximately 5.4 Wh
/ 225 mW = 24 hours before needing to be recharged.

Limitation of RoFin. Compared with hand-free approach (e.g.,
vision approaches), current RoFin prototype requires users to wear
gloves attached with plastic spheres with wires and battery. We can
overcome this limitation by ergonomic design, textile technique,
energy harvesting, passive labeling, etc., in the future.

Future Direction. (1) optimize the spheres and explore back-
scatter based passive fingertips’ labeling. We can decrease the
sphere size and exploit energy harvesting techniques for decreased
weight and ease to use. (2) update HPRmodel. We cam improve HPR
for hand poses in which finger planes are not perpendicular to the
projected palm plane (e.g., hand pose (b)). (3) extend RoFin for body
gesture recognition. The core idea of RoFin can be extended for
human body gesture reconstructing easily with predictable benefits.

10 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we first exploit the 2D temporal-spatial rolling to
construct 3D hand pose. We address technical challenges in RoFin
design and implementation, e.g, fingertips active optical labeling,
fine-grained 3D information parsing of rolling fingertips, and light-
weight 20-joints 3D hand pose reconstructing via 6 tracked key
points. Then we undertake studies using RoFin gloves in a variety
of circumstances. The results demonstrate RoFin can robustly iden-
tify fingers, parse fine-grained 3D info, and achieve real-time hand
pose reconstruction. Our RoFin is a low-cost but effective solution
for human computer interactions with promising use cases.
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